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Big Science, Team Science
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Big Data—Data Silos or Data Center
MCC Clinical Services and Research Programs

Clinical Departments and Services

- Dermatologic Oncology/Mohs Surgery
- Hematology Oncology
- Gynecologic Oncology
- Orthopaedic Oncology
- Pediatric Oncology
- Radiation Oncology
- Surgical Oncology

Disease Specialties

- Breast Cancer
- Gynecologic Cancers
- Pediatric Cancers
- Prostate Cancer

Patient and Family Support Services

- Support and Counseling Services

Translational Research Programs and Clinical Trials:

- Women's Malignancies Program (CBCP, GYN, and more)
- Military Population Sciences and Epidemiology Program
- Urologic Malignancies Program (CPDR, and more)
- Inflammation, Infection, Immunity, and Stroma Program (new)
Informatics Infrastructure

Adapted from Hu H. et al. 2008
Clinical Laboratory Workflow System for CBCP

- Subject enrollment
- Questionnaire completion
- Double data entry

- Specimen processing
- Tissue banking

- Specimen integration w/ lab modules

- Other utilities

- Designed by WRI
- Implemented by Cimarron
- Deployed in November, 2004
Data Warehouse for Translational Research (DW4TR)

Flexible and Extensible Data Model
- Patient-centric clinical data model
- Specimen-centric molecular data model
- Temporal data model, image data model

Federation

Internal Data
- Medical History
- Pathology
- Diagnostic
- Treatment Outcome
- Medical Images
- Specimen/Tissue Banking
- Genomic Analysis
- Proteomic Analysis

External Data
- Genomic Data
- Proteomic Data
- Disease Data

Phase I. Vision and Conceptual Design

**Vision Definition**
Meeting with MCC Executives

**Conceptual Design**
Meetings with leaders of functional units
Major inputs, processes, and outputs
Interactions between functional units
Existing systems—strengths and weaknesses
Expected infrastructure
Learn from successful NCI CCCs

Big Picture
Phase II. Detailed System Design/Use Case Development

- Meeting with technical staff of each functional unit
- Clinicopathologic data
  - Questionnaires and data forms
    - A general form for common data elements
    - Followed by disease-specific ones
  - AHLTA/EMR
- Biospecimen handling and banking
- Molecular study platforms
- Clinical Trials
- Data tracking
  - Different levels of details for different types of data
- Data Warehousing
  - What to integrate and how
  - How data will be used
- Scale of data to be managed
- System hosting and management
  - Locally hosted at MCC, or at USUHS
  - Remotely hosted, offsite
  - CLOUD
  - Military firewall
Phase III. Implementation Methods and Execution

**Evaluation of**
MCC existing systems, extensibilities, and team capabilities
Open source systems
Commercial systems
Timeline and the cost

**System implementation model**
Build—internal and external
Purchase—external
Combination

Internal development:
• Use of existing infrastructure and open source solutions
• Need to build/contract a development team

External efforts
• Will develop Request For Proposals covering requirements/use cases, and criteria for evaluation
• Invite for on-site presentation and demonstration

**Implementation in stages**
Develop a thin application layer to reflect the conceptual design of the whole system, enable expansion
Focus on one cancer and go deep
Extend to other cancer studies one by one
Summary

**Background:** Big science  
Big data

**Experiences:** System design  
Data tracking  
Data warehousing

**Development:** Big picture  
Details  
Implementation
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Died of cancer on May 29, 2014
Thank you all!
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